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Campus Insurance Policies,
Practices Studied A t U M R
BY PAULD. ANDREW
This is the second
of a tw~partseries

statemen t it was found that at
This writer summizes that in salesma n. Analyza tion is
that the prospective student
this time there is no in- all information forwarded to me
complex and time comsuming. buyer check
dependent comparison survey from the three main companies
around with an
Thoughtful consideration must idea
of what the needs of
that contains information on the here at UMR there is basically
be given to the matter. Talking himself
are going to be, and
College Master Policy. Michael no difference in the policies'
to just one salesman is not
In last week's issue of the E. Bowles, state director for
offered to the prospec tive enough. Benefits are not the what purpose the insuranc e
Missouri Miner this writer cited Fidelity Union, and Jim Piatbuyer. One must be careful in same for each policy, ranging portfolio is to serve. This
an article that had originally chek, regional director fo
comparing costs and benefits of between protection and returns. research into insuranc e should
appeared in Consumer Report, Fidelity Union, stated that "at
different polcieis offered by any Finally this writer recommends not be limited to just those of. March, 1977. Using the in- this time there is nothing out
fered by salesmen here in Rolla .
formation provided in Con- (published) that can be used in
sumer Report, in addition to analyzing the College Master
interview ing
some
ad- Policy ." The only cost comministra tion and faculty parisons that exist from an
members , the Miner article independent source are for the
made three main points: 1) Presiden t's Preferre d Policy .
That
campus
insuranc e
The three companies named
By ED LATIME R
decided that departm ental would not allow the credit to
salesma n utilize techniqu e in this article as selling here at
particip~tion,
course
known as "bait and switch" in UMR all have a premium
During the past year, the equivalences, and cut-{lff scores count towards a degree.
Last month the Academic
sales to college students; 2) The paymen t deferme nt plan in Academi
c Council has made shall be handled by the in- Council
reviewed the situation,
product offered by campus which the student essentially several
changes in their policy dividual departm'e nts as a and
restated that "if an ininsurance sales companies fail 'buys now and' pays later'. This regarding CLEP
examina
tions.
curricula
change.
dividual departm ent decided to
to meet the needs of the college constitutes a loan. The National The differenc
e in policy is
grant CLEP credit for a parstudent in five different areas; Associat ion of Insuranc e primarily the
shift of power as
After this decision , Presiden t ticular course, it must be acand 3) The off-campus market Commissioners, the National to who
decides
would offer the college student Associat ion of Life Under- of particula the creadibility Olson sent an informa l cepted by all other departme nts
r CLEP credits. memoran dum to Jim Pogue on campus
for that particula r
more than on-campus insuranc e writers, and the Missouri State Before
this was the Curricula
sales companies.
Legislature all have set and Committee of the Academic stating that he felt the course." However, this still did
Univers
ity
should
approve not make degree-g ranting
In response to those ac- recomm ended
the
im- Council, but now it is the in- CLEP, but that it should
be an departme nts allow the credit to
cusations- by this writer, the plement ation
of
selling dividual departm ent.
individu
al
departm enta:i be used towards a degree, even
three largest selling campus guidelines in which the student
The last meeting of the decision . Howeve
r, if one though the credit was accepted .
insurance sales companies at is made very aware . that the Academic Council
UMR offered a deluge of deferment plan is a loan . This helped to clarify last spring departm ent decided to grant Therefo re the
Academ ic
the
status
of CLEP credit for that particula r Council observed that there
materia l to refute those point is made very clear prior to the acceptan
was
ce
of
CLEP
credit. course, it must be accepted by confusio n
charges . Those compani es the signing of the life insurance The Academ
" between
the
ic
Council
had
all
other
departm
departm
ents
on
ents
involved are Fidelity Union Life contract. An effort was made to always
teaching the
approved CLEP for campus for that - particul
course
ar
and administering the
Insurance Company , College try to obtain a set of these campus credit,
even though one course. The addition or deletion degree. "
Life of America, and New guidelin es , but was un- departm ent did
not
that
year.
of
CLEP
for a particul ar
Acting upon these lines, Vice
England Life.
successful.
They decided that the campus
Fidelity Union , speciall y
In analyzation of the policies would still be the one to accept departm ent should be informed Chancellor Dudley Thompson
to the Academic Council as a will propose clarification of a
named in both Consum er offered to the college senior at CLEP credit and
any
Report and the Missouri Miner; UMR two main differences regarding this should changes curricula change. Jim Pogue degree-granting . departm ent
go
before
related this to the Curricula and a subject departm ent to the
contest all charges against their were method of sales employed the Curricula
Committee of the Commit tee
during
the Academic Council during their
compan y through a report and policy structure s . Fidelity Academic Council.
November meeting, and
April
authored
by
Fidelity 's Union and College Life both
Confusion ensued at the start Academic Council approved the proposal28th meeting . The
states that a degreeit.
president, Michael J. Collins. stress the need for protection of the year
last fall as to the
Conflicts stemmed from this granting departme nt has the
Collins, in challeng ing the citing many examples of deaths regulation
entitled "level of policy, because one departm ent final authority
to accept or
statemen t made that the two or injuries to policy holders in student."
The
main policies offered to college which each of the two men- defined this Academic Council would accept the credit, while reject courses on the transcrip t
level: "Credit via another would not. What hap- as
meeting
students (Preside nt's Preferre d tioned compan ies promptl y the
degree
CLEP
General pened as a result was that some requirements; and a subject
and the College Master) are a paid the claims due. New Examin ations
may
not
be
students would have the CLEP departme nt renders judgement
"gold mine" for Fidelity, states England Life details the amount earned after
the
that the sales from these two of returns on their participating reached sophomo student has credit transfer onto their whether a CLEP general or
re status (30 transcrip t from one depart- subject exam'i nation
policies represen t 55 per cent of 'policies in which the policy or more semester
score
Fidelity 's total sales. The holder is making an investment acceptable credit). hours of ment, while the students ' meets the requirem ents for a
Credit via degree-granting departme nts particula r course
profits realized from the sale of whith his money and at the the
credit.
CLEP
Subject
these two policies constitute only same time is given the Examin
iations may not be
50 per cent of the company 's protection of life insurance.
earned after the student has
total profits. Comsumer Report
In talking to people who had reached senior standing (90 or
in charging that they recom- been approached by the in- more
seinester hours of acmend not buying life insurance surance salesman about buying ceptable
credit)." Also during
from Fidelity Union brought insurance this writer found two that
meeting, the Academic
this reply from Collins: methods of sales . Fidelity Council
voted that changes in
"Perhap s the errors and Union 's represen tative employs departm
superficial reasoning which are a "high pressure " type sales cut-off ental particip ation,
scores, and course
contained in the article could pitch , citing the many benefits equivalen
lead to such a conclusi on of his compan y's policies. curricula ces shall be treated as
changes and therefore
(refrain ing from
buying College Life and New England forward ed to the Council'
s
Fidelity Union), but should Life both do not use this
appropr iate Curricul a Comnot."
technique, but rather have a mittees.
It was also stated in Con- much slower paced delivery of
Departm ents did not like this
sumer Report that the College which the student .or prospeclast motion, giving the council
Master policy is a "high cost tive policy holder is not confull control of the matter. So
product" and involved in the fronted with "If you don't see
Jim Pogue discusse d this
"bait and switch" tactic of anything wrong (even though disagree
ment
with
the
quoting the wrong prices for the cross checking of differen t
Curricul a Commit tee, and
Due to expansi onary needs, UMR has started a new
cost of the College Master companies has not been done)
during the October meeting of
curricul um: Horticul ture. Shown here is the first
, Policy . Researc hing this why not sign now?
the Academic Council, they
result, a fine dandelio n patch! (Photo by H. Burford .)
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Notices to appear in the Bullboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door 01 the Miner office by 9 :00
p.m .. Monday . This will assure publication in the next edition 01 the Miner.
10K. DISCO
Intercollegiate Knights is sponsoring a disco this
Saturday evening, April 30. The disco will be held at
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity from 10 : 30 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
Your lavorite beverage will be FREE. The admission

cost is $1.50 per person.
FREE LAWN 'CONCERT
Harvest will bring their lolk-rock sound Irom SMS to
Rolla on Monday May 2,1977 starting at8 p.m. (come and
go). This will make a REFRESHING break from end-

of-semester homework so come on over to the Baptist
Student Union, 11th & Stilte Streets and help us with our

refreshments.
GDI FLOATTRIP

G . D.I. is once again sponsoring a float trip on one of
Missouri's scenic rivers on Saturday April 30th. After
the float trip, there will be hamburgers and "liquid
refreshmentsll and should be a good time in the sun
before dead week. For more information and to sign up,
stop by the .table near the hockey puck.
IMPORTANT GDI MEETING
G.D.I. will be holding its last general membership
meeting on Thursday, April 28th. Elections for next
year's officers will be heidi therefore, 10 maintain a
viable organization it is important that all members
attend a nd elect a responsible set 01 officers. Also,
Yearbook pictures will be taken, awards will be given,
door prizes awarded and "Iiquid refreshmentsll will be

served afterwards.
KAPPA DEL TA CAR WASH
Saturday, April 30, the Kappa Delta Spring Pledge
Class will sponsor a car wash. It will take place at
Central Hardware from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p. m. The cost
is S1.00 per car.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHI P
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter
meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 26, in ' the
basement of the United Methodist Church at 803 Main.
Rod
Kirkpatrick will
speak on "Who Sends
Missionaries?" (Please use the basement entrance on
Park Street.) All interested students and faculty are
encouraged to attend.
WHO'S WHO
Who's Who applications are available at the office of
Student Personnel, Bldg. T-26, until May 14th. They will
be made available in the lall from August 29-September
16th.
FOUND
Wrist-watch at Independents Week-end Bar-B-Q.
Owner may pick it up at Student Personnel Office.
BOOK SALE
There will be a BOOK SALE in conjunction with the
last Speculative Fiction Society meeting for the
semester. April 27, at Sigma Pi from 7:30 to 10:00. See
details on posters or call President at 364-3150.
Everyone welcome! Memberships available.
VOTE OF THANKS TO UMR STUDENTS
The UMR custodians would like to take this opportunity to say IIthank you" to all Miners for their
cooperation during the past school year. Without the
consideration and thoughtfulness 01 the students,
keeping the building.s clean and neat would be alar
more difficult job.
We would like to wish much success to all graduating
seniors and we look forward to seeing returning Miners
this summer and next fall.
As far as we are concerned, we have - by far - the
best group 01 students to be found on any University 01
Missouri campus. Thanks again.
ARE YOU LOST?
Find the way with SUB Orienteering Day.
Apr. 30 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sign up at T-9 (across from coal pile) during the "On
the Loose" business hours.
Meet at Multipurpose Bldg. (in Iront) Apr. 30 at 8:45
and we will be back by 4 p.m.
See the Mill Creek area in Clark National Forest.
Bring your own lunch and drink. We'll supply compasses and maps and some instruction.
Come on out and enioy! t

ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS
Commencement announcements are now available in
the Registrars Of I ice for all graduating students. These
announcements are provided by the University at no
CDS! to students who will be graduating on May 15,1977.

~

N.S.P.E. MEETING
Attention: Graduating seniors and all interested
engineering students. Richard Elgin of Riddle
Engineering, Inc. in Kansas City, whom is also a recent
UMR graduate, will be speaking on the subject of
engineer's liability and what a new engineer may ex.
pect on his first job. This is being sponsored by the
siudent chapter of the National Society 01 Prolessional
Engineers and will be held on Tuesday, May 3, at 7:00
p.m . in the ME . auditorium. Elections for next years
officers will be held.
SUB DANCE
.. The Student union. Board will present a dance Friday,
Apr.1 29, In CentennIal Hall. Music will be provided by
"pr~gressll, a versatile group with a wide range of
mUSIcal talents. The dance is scheduled from 8 p.m. to
12 p.m. Enjoy the fun April 29 as Progress rocks and
rolls.
ORDER OF THE ENGINEER
Engineering graduates and prospective May
graduates are cordially invited to join liThe Order of the
Engineer".
You may choose to participate in either of the two
ceremonies which will be held Tuesday, April 26 and
Wednesday, April 27, 1977, in the Mark Twain Room of
the University Center at 4 :00 p.m.
There is no cost to participate in the ceremony and
receive the printed creed to Sign. Should you· desire to
wear the stainless steel ring as a symbol of the order,
the CDS! is S5.00 (most dol.
Rings may be purchased ahead <>f time in the School
of Engineering Dean's Office, 101
6ngineering
Research Laboratory. Please go there and order your
ring as soon as possible . Any questions can be answered
'here also.
CO-OP STUDENTS
Work registration for the summer, 1977, work period
will begin May 2, 1977, and last until the end 01 the
se~ester. This is a must for all co~op students working
during the summer semester! This registration will be
held in the co-op oflice, 101 Buehler building.
G.E. Vaughn, Jr.
Director, Co-op program
PREREGISTRATION
PREREGISTRATION for students now enrolled in
school who will be returning lor the 1977 summer and-or
1977 fall semester will run April 25 through April 29. For
futher information see instructions in the front of the
Fall Schedule of Classes which will be available in the
Registrar's Office April21. Students who J;.reregister will
be given an opportunity to pay fees by mail prior to
regular registration.
S.W.E.
Election 01 officers will be held at the May 3rd
meetIng of the SocIety 01 Women Engineers to be held at
!;;:ni~. th~ C.E. auditorium. All members are urged to
SOUTHWINDS
.
Southwinds, the literary magazine on campus will be
available Monday-Friday 01 next week on the quad.
Featured this year, to name a few are: Jim Bogan, Paul
Johnson and Linda Marie Ponter. Also included is
photography and some artwork by Gary Morgan and
Neill Fleemar. Cost of the 93 page, perma-bound book is
only $1, which doesn't even meet the cost of printing.
MSM ROCK CLlMBNG CLU B
THE M.S.M. ROCK CLIMBING CLUB MEETS
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 6:30 p.m. ROOM 305
NORWOOD HALL. Topics discussed include: Climbing
safety, Future climbs, and Trips by members. ·AII in·
terested parties are invited to attend.

Miners Row Even
With M.U. - Almost

Ms_ Malissa Stephenson was recognized as the breathtaking Greek Week Queen for 1977_ Malissa represented
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
(photo by H. Burford)

Observatory
Open House
Student members of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Astronomy Club will be hosts
for two open houses evenings
during the remainder of the
spring semester.
Provided the weather is clear,
the public is invited to view the
night sky through telescopes at
the UMRobservatory between 8
and 10 p.m. the Friday evenings
of April 29 and May 6.
Dean Blankenship, outgoing
president of the group, reports
that items of particular interest
on April 22 and 29 are the moon
and planets Saturn and Jupiter.
May 6 conditions will be
favorable for viewing the
beehive open cluster in Cancer,
a spiral galaxy and an irregular
galazy in Ursa Major.
There is no charge for use of
the observatory facilities and
the public is welcome to attend_
Children must be accompanied
by an adult.
The UMR Observatory is
located on a parking lot at the
northwest corner of the campus.

HELD OVER

SILVER

UMR Presents

By KATIE KUNKEL
Well, it's about time! Mizzou
no longer is the undisputed
concrete canoe champs. UMR is
hot on their trail and has high
hopes of catching them at
Kansas State University on May
7.

Last Saturday, April 23, saw
the first real challenge of
UMC's supremacy when the
Second Annual All-Missouri
Concrete Canoe Regetta was
held on Post-Dispatch Lake in
Forest Park. Other participants
in the event were -Washington
University and Cement Mason 's
Local 527. These two teams
made a fair showing, but the
real competition was between
UMC and UMR.
The races began with two
men's teams . As the starter
sounded, UMR's team of Bob
Leonard and Dom Lampe was
rammed by Wash. U. and

Mizzou took off. Now, besides
losing time, the Miners were
also afraid of losing their canoe.
Wash. U.'s weighed 256 to
UMR's 120, but somehow they
managed to break loose without
any damage . The race was a
mile long and Mizzou won over
UMR by about three canoe
lengths.
The second race was a repeat
of the first , only this time UMR
was blocked off by the Cement
Masons. Their canoe was very
rounded with no keel arid they
had trouble controlling it.
Again, Dennis Fischer and Stan
Johnson for UMR tried hard,
but came in second with UMR a
row-away first.
By now , UMR had learned
their lesson. Get a fast start and
stay away from the crowd. The
women 's team , Marcia Horton
and Katie Kunkel did just that

and was running even with
Mizzou for about one-fourth
mile. Then, UMR pulled ahead
and won by only a canoe length.
The last race of the day was
the faculty race. Drs. Sam
Clemence and Ward Malisch put
in the most valiant effort of the
day as they lost to Mizzou by
only a half a canoe length.
Somehow, Mizzou has always
put UMR to shame in the
concrete canoe races. This year
their canoe weighs thirty
pounds less than UMR's, but we
are improving. Next year, the
canoe will be perfected, but this
year the rowers ca n only
practice their strategy and
hope. The teams will meet
again on May 7 at K-State in
Manhattan, Kansas along with
other Big 8 universities. May
the best ca noe win! !

17he Creation

ll

University of Missouri-Rolla
musicians will present Franz
Joseph Haydn's oratorio "The '
Creation," at 8 p.m. Sunday
evening, May 1, at the
Presbyterian Church, 919 E.
lOth Street.
UMR's H-member University
Choir and 38-member Orchestra
will perform "The Creation"
under the direction of Joel
Kramme, instructor in music. A
number of area musicians and
vocalists ha ve joined the
students for the performance.
In addition, five guest solo\sts
will be featured. They are:
Kelly Craft, Springfield; Ann
Havenor, Rolla; Mike Phillips,
Kansas City; Carroll Proctor,
Iowa City , and Louise Speck,
Platteville, Wisc .
The public is invited to attend .

NOW

Pink Panther
Stikes Again
-PLUS-

GATOR
STARTS MAY 4

Cf'll~ ~

~MB~

An Arnenun Intt/llitoONI Releau
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Hatnblen Receives
Cotnpufer Grant
Dr . John W. Hamblen, Chairman of the Computer Science
Department of the University of
Missouri-Rolla will conduct an
Inventory
of
Computer
Activities and Related Degree
Programs in U.S. Higher
Education under a grant from
the National Science Foundation . The survey which includes figures on expenditures,
staffing , hardware, utilization
of computer systems and
related courses and degree
programs will be sent to all
colleges and uni versitites
throughout the United States.
The base year will be 1976-77.
Three previous inventories
have been published (1964~ ,
1966-67, and 1969-70) under the
direction of Dr. Hamblen while
he was with the Southern

Regional Education Board. The
Fourth Inventory 01 computers
in United Sates Higher
Education is expected to be
ready for publication by the
summer of 1978. These results
will be prepared in two volumes
and will provide planners and
administrators with up-to-date
estimates on computing activities in academic administration , research and
instruction. The first volume
will be pa tterned after the two
previous inventories which
were published by the National
Science Foundation , and made
available through the U.S.
Gilvernment Printing Office.
The second volume will be an
interpretive report. The grant
does not provide for publication
costs, hence other avenues for
publication will be considered.

Dick Smith Loads UMR's experimental urban vehicle on a trailer prior to taking tile
"Traveling Engineering Exhibit" on the road. The car was dsigned and manufactured by
students and has been a big attraction in the show which explains to the public the various
field of engineering.

Mine, News
UMHE Receives World
Hunger Grant

The public is invited to hear Nathaniel C. Wyeth, retired

Pont mechanical engineer, speak on "Creativity in
Engineering" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, April 28, in the Civil
Engineering Auditorium at the University of MissouriRolla.
Du

ROTC
Awards Ceremony ,
The annual Spring ROTC
Awards Ceremony at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
will be held Thursday, April 26,
4:30 p.m., in Centennial Hall of
the University Center-East.
Music will be provided by the

UMR ROTC Band, conducted
by Dr. David Oakley.
A total of 42 awards, sponsored by local and national
organizations,
will
be
presented.

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER i. the oHiclal publication of the University of
Missouri.Rolla. It is published at Rolla, Missouri, every week during
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The Wesley Foundation
<United Methodist stUdent
organization) and the United
Ministries in Higher Education
(UMHE ) at the University of
Missouri-Rolla have received a
$10,000 grant from the Board of
Higher Education and Ministry
of the United Methodist Church
for an international project on
world hunger.
This is one of 12 higher
education projects aimed at
alleviating world hunger which
will recei ve at total of $94,546
this year from the United
Methodist Church. Hunger has
been designated by the church
as one of four missional
priorities during the next four
years .
According to the Rev. Clayton
Smith, director of Wesley
Foundation and co-chaplain of
UMHE, 12 to 15 UMR students

12 Carondelet Plaza
Sullivan. Mo .
Phone ~68 ·8431

Harry Burford , larry Harris. Ron Far,ley, Linda Jost _ Da ve 11 ,e
Jerry Smith. Brian Edwards , L.D . Ericson, Alan Benson, Randy
cru~tals, Rich Linck
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9: 00
p.m. on the Monday before printing on Thursday.
.. Mailin!! Address· Missouri Miner, University of Mo.·Rolia

" If the needed additiomll
funding is secured, the project
will start in September, 1977,"
Smith says. "After the pro,iect
is staffed, the students will be
selected . They will begin
orientation courses in the spring
of 1978 and work at the project
site during that summer. In the
fall , they will do additional
course work making their final
designs. These wilJ use the
benefits of their summer field
testing and experience, and will
be put in a form for sharing with
food-producing
communities
with similar problems."

The project was designed by
Dr. James Bosscher, chairman
of
the
department
of
engineering , Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Mich., now on
sabbatical leave to UMR and
UMHE ; Smith , and Dr. Bobby
G. Wixson, UMR professor of
environmental health and
director of the Center for
International Programs and
Studies.
They will serve on the project
supervisory group. Others on
the advisory committee are Dr.
Adrain H. Daane, dean of
UMR's College of Arts and
Sciences, and Dr. J . Derald
Morgan, UMR professor of
electrical engineering and
associate director of the Center
for International Programs. Dr.
Daane is chairman and Dr.
Wixson and Dr. Morgan are
members of the UMHE board of
directors.

FABRICS DIRECT

17 Hwy . 66 We.t
Rolla. Mo .
Phone 3604 · ~669

BIG MOTHER'S DA Y SALE
April 28."1oy 7
100% Poly Knits (60" Wide)

Reg. $3.98

100% Poly Knits (60" Wide)

Reg. $2.98

Hand loomed Plaids From India
Unique Scissors

Reg . $3.49
Reg. $10.75

Pre-Cut Scovill Elastic

NOW $3.66
NOW $2.66
NOW $2.98
NOW $3.98
154 PER YARD

There are many more great savings to you from us at FABRICS DIRECT in
Rolla and Sullivan .
NOTIONS

PATTERNS

Staff: Katie Kunkel , Linda Ponzer . Karen Downer, Carol Ru s s~li ;i ..
Hastey, Mark Lester , DenniS Emily, Dave Naeger , Chu ck ~_t c:! , ".

will participate in the 18-month
program . They will utilize their
technical and engineering skills
to develop a technology that will
aid in food production and
distribution at a project site,
probably in Latin America , to
be designated later.

Simplicity & McCall's

112 PRICE

•

(First 3 Doys Only)

Cottons, Dotted Swiss,
Nylon Flock

10% OFF

STORE HOURS: Mon.-Sat ... 9-6 Fri. 9-8

REMNANTS

112 PRICE
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UMR Sends' Five
To Atnerican
Power Conference
By ED LATIMER
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The University of MissouriRolla sent fi ve people
to Chicago for the American
Power Conference, held on
April 18, 19, 20. These students
and faculty members-EE
students Kevin Menke and
Richard Burr, and ME student
Mark Bengard, along with Dr.
Derald Morgan from EE and
Dr. Virgil Flanigan of the ME
Department- journeyed to the
conference from UMR to see the
recent works on the power industry and other related areas.
Dr. Morgan is the UMR
regional associated university
representative to the conference-one of 15 such
representatives-and served as
the chairman for one of the
Special Programs presented.
-The American Power Conference is an annual national
forum for the discussion of

Carryove r 1978 -7 9

The program for each annual
meeting is planned with emphasis on the broad overall
aspects of generation, transmission, distribution, and
utilization of power. Papers
presented at the conference are
by invitation. and are selected
by committees composed of
experts in the various fields of
activity, chosen from the
cooperating universities and
societies.
industry
and
government.

TOP HAT LOUNGE

$4,424

MICHELOB ON TAP

l(HN R 1'ta dia S r: r.! t i v n
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problems and the exchange of
information concerning the '
power induStry and associated
endeavors. It is sponsored by
the Illinois Institute of
Technology
with
the
cooperation of technical
societies and universities-of
which UMR is regionally
associated.
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Seco nd Time Aroun d

Dr.. Ha rol d Fuller To Re cei ve
Pro fes sor Em eri tus -Ph ysi cs
When Dr . Harold Q. Fuller
receives the title of Professor
Emeritus of physics in May
commencement exercises at
the Univers ity of Missour iRolla, it will be the second time
around for him . Five years ago
he became Dean Emeritus of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Both retireme nts are mandatory by University policy at age 65 for administrators and
age 70 for faculty members.
But, accordin g to Fuller,
"retirem ent" depends on each
individual's definition . And few
of his associates believe his
definitio n fits the ordinary
conception of the word.
They have good reason for
this opinion. He has a welldeserved reputation as one of
the hardest working people on
campus . As one of his
associates puts it, "H.Q" has
always had his choice of
parking places on the c·ampus.
The Fuller pick-up is usually
one of the first vehicles to arrive
in the morning , and is
surrounded by vacant parking
places when it leaves in the
evening . While serving as
physics department chairman
for 23 years and later as dean,
he still managed to find time for
numerou s commun ity and

Sol oist To
ON e, Voc al

church activities and to look
after the Fuller acreage on East
loth Street.
In his 30 years on the UMR
faculty, the retiring physicist
says he has been proudest of the
growth in stature of the physics
department, on campus, and in
the state and nation.
For 15 years Fuller was
director of National Science
Foundation Summer Institutes
for Seconda ry Teacher s of
Science and Mathem atics .
During those years, nearly 1000
attended and more than 200
received Master of Science for

Teachers degrees.
"It is gratifyin g to see
colleagu es whom you have
hired grow and contribute and
carry forward the development
of the departm ent, " Fuller
says.
In spite of Fuller's expressed
intentions of spending more
time on his hobbies - woodworking, attending sales and
collecting antiques - friends
expect, that as usual, he'll
devote much of his time helping
wherever he is needed in his
beloved physics departm ent
Dr. Harold Fuller will receive Professor Emeritus for the
and in the community.
second time here at UMR on May 15, 1977.

c h a ll e n g e .
Your challenge is to construct the mystery
word in the boxes below. To do this you must
fill in the correct missing letter in each of the
words listed in the columns. Then transfer the'

missing letters to the correspo nding numbered boxes. Keep an eraser handy-it 's not
as easy as it looks!

Semina,-Rec ital
Carroll Proctor, one of five
guest soloists in Sunday' s
presentation of "The Creation,"
will offer a special vocal
seminar -recital
at
the
Univers ity of Missour i-Rolla
Friday, April 29, at 3 p.m. in
Room 101 of the Old Cafeteria
Building.
Proctor, a teaching assistant
and Ph.D. candidate at the
University of Iowa, Iowa City,
will speak on "The Trained
Singing Voice," offer some
French, Italian, German and
English art songs, and discuss
the music of Franz Joseph
Haydn in general .
He has earned degrees from
he University of Oklahoma and
Louisiana State University. He
took state Austrian diplomas at
the Mozarteum in Salzburg,
Austria, and sang opera and
recitals in Europe - parent
house was the Deutsche Oper,
Berlin.
According to Joel Kramme,
UMR instruct or in music,
Proctor 's special seminar
should be of particula r interest
to those planning to attend the
Sunday performance of "The
Creation ." "This man has spent
.nany years in Vienna and has
known member s of the
Esterhazy family - Haydn's
aristocratic patrons. In addition
to his studies, this gives him a
special insight into Haydn's
music. . "
The public is invited to attend.
There is no charge for the
seminar.

S_RA P
P--.ACH
3._EECH
4. FAC_ S
8. TRAI_
5. _OAS T
9. QU_ TE
6. TEL.. S
10. BR_ WN
7. B_ILS
11 . --.AILS
1.

2.

Whe n there's a challenge,
qua lity mak es the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challen ge.
There 's anothe r challen ge we 'd like to offer you , too .
The Pabst challen ge:
We welcom e the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challen ge you to taste and compa re
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premiu m beer. You 'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST. Since 1844.The quali ty has alway s come throu gh.
tD 1976. PABST BREWING COt.4PANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria
Heights, III .. Newark, N. J ..

L o~

Angeles, Calif., Pabst , Georg ia .
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HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

If you're thinking about a
career in engineering, think
about this.
How many companies can
offer you a nuclear su,bmarine
to operate? The answer is
none. Equipment like this is
available only in one place ...
the Navy.
The Navy operates over
half the nuClear reactors
in America. So our training is
the broadest and most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced
engineering technology. In
graduate school, this would
cost you thousands, but in .

the Navy, we pay you.
- contact your placement office
Once you're commissioned to find out when a Navy
as a Nuclear Propulsion
recruiter will be on campus.
Officer, you'll earn a top
Or call toll free, 800-841-8000
(in Georgia, 800-342-5855)
salary. Over $24,000 a year
after four years. And you'll be for more information. And if
you're still ajunior, ask about
responsible for the most
advanced equipment
the Navy's NUPOC Collegideveloped by man. All the
ate Program, which pays you
Navy asks in return is that
up to $6,000 during your
you serve for 3 years on active senior year.
duty upon completion of your
The Navy. When it comes
training.
to nuclear training, no
You have only until May
one can give you the same
opportuni ties.
15th to enroll in this year's
Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate Program. If you
are majoring in engineering,
math or physical sciences,

NAVY OFFICER.

IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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As Heavy
As His Music
This Saturday, April 30, the rock concert this year.
Student Union Board presents
Hopefully you have your
Leslie West with warmup by tickets by now, but if you don't
Flame at the UMR Multi- they are available at the
Purpose Building.
University Center from 9:30
This dynamic band has roots until 3:30 today and Friday.
from several popular bands. Saturday you will be able to
Leslie West (guitar and vocals) purchase tickets at the UMR
and Corky Laing (drums) hail Multi-Purpose Building at 7:00
from Mountain. Mick Jones p.m. Prices are $1.50 for
(guitar) played with Spooky students purchasing tickets
Tooth, and Ben Aaronson (bass) before Saturday and $2.00 for
has his experience with the students at the door. The
Rolling Stones and Dust. The general public will be admitted
Leslie West band was formed in at $4.00 per person. A valid
1975 and has become quite well- student 1.0. must be shown at
known among music listeners the time of purchase by UMR
across the country. It is not students only.
If you are looking for a good
surprising, however, con'
sidering the talent these men time this weekend come see
possess.
Leslie West and Flame in
The group has an album concert Saturday night at 8:00
released named the "Leslie p.m. As always, the Student
West Band." If the concert is Union Board requests your
anything like the album, the . cooperation in leaving all
timing couldn't be better for alcoholic and illicit substances
those waiting for another hard at home. Thank you:

ED

ED
LESLIE WEST

Ediletters
.

SPRING FEVER
BY KAREN DOWNER

Tunnel Reality
To the Editor:

Spring is in the air: The birds
are making their nests, bees are
making their honey, and Joe
Miner is making his move. As
soon as the weather warms up,
couples warm up to each other.
Seems that Miners are staking
claims now to either avoid a
lonely summer, or beat the rush
next semester.

tops. (even a skirt is seen once
in awhile) This makes it easier
to tell the two sexes apart. The
sunshine now coming through
dusty lab windows enables
students to see the others in a
more favorable light. The
sudden availability of Lane
Springs as soon as the snow
thaws encourages romance,
too.

Some Miners have finally
The effects of this epidemics
realized that domestic goods are
far better than imported ones. are varied. Violations of inFinding a date is no longer tervisitation hours double
restricted to just party during the month of April. In
weekends - try your calculus some cases, grades may drop,
class! The ones who have classes skipped. But the two
elected to have a "hometown ' cinemas increase their revenue,
honeys" lose money on especially Rolla's only drive-in.
telephone and other bills. But no
By the end of the ' semester,
matter if the star-crossed two
are separated by floors, blocks, couples are going steady ,
or miles, the budding romances lavaliered, pinned, engaged,
always blossom in the spring. eloping, etc. Coming out of
winter
hibernation
and
following nature's most imThis phenomenon begins portant rule about preservation
when guys shed their flannel of the species, no doubt. This
shirts and shave their St. Pat's column is dedicated to all
beards. Coeds exchange their caught in the infectiousness of
bulky sweaters for bright knit spring love.

ED

ED

STATEMENT OF POLICY

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOURI MINER. The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the general public _ All
letterssub":litted will, as in the past, be printed in their unaltered and original form when
space In thiS newspaper permits.

In regard to the outpouring of
moralizing lately, an answer to
those who consider themselves
"righteous" may b:e found in the
Bible which they are so fond of
quoting. '
Luke 18: 10-14
" Two men went up into the
temple to pray, one a Pharisee
and the other a tax collector .
The Pharisee stood and prayed
thus with himself, 'God, I thank
thee that I am not like other
men, extortioners, unjust ,
adulterers, or even like this tax
collector. I fast twice a week, I
give tithes of all that I get.' But
the tax collector, standing far
off, would not even lift up his
eyes to heaven, but beat his
breast, saying, 'God, be mer-.
ciful to me, a sinner! I tell you,
this man went down to his house
justified rather than the other;
for everyone who exalts himself
will be humbled , but he who
humbles himself will be
exalted. "
Those who continually purport to
" know better"
inevitably suffer from advanced "tunnel reality " , and
are completely out of touch with
day-to.{!ay existence. I'm a
rational, thinking being and I

don't need to be told what 's
right or wrong by those out~f
touch. Just because I don't
follow their dogma doesn ' t
mean I'm a fool. "Who they win
with that Cosmic Debris? "
(Frank Zappa - 1975) .
. Ward Silver
36176

Immorality
Dear Editor :
The letter by Mr. Michael G.
Schroer has prompted this
response regarding his logic in
refuting the letter from David
Milter et al. decrying the immorality of material recently
published in the Miner.
Mr. Schroer could well afford
to review his "high school and
college history classes" in order
to " look at the question
analytically." Mr . Schroer
assumes that since only 150
people signed Mr. Milter's
letter, only 150 people concur
with Mr. Milter. I have one
thing to say to that, Mr.
Schroer, "Wrong~" .
Secondly, if I were to use Mr.
Schroer's basis of argument,
i.e. , 150 signatures represent an
insignificant minority,
comparably his opinion of
Rolla (. .. Rolla is boring")

would be .005. per cent (one
signature out of 20,000
inhabitants of Rolla who did not
sign his letter). Such a percentage could be considered
minute.
The remainder of Mr .
Schroer's opinions regarding
the "typical college student's
two favorite pastimes" is not
worthy of comment.
As to the quality of the content
of the Miner, that is an indentity
problem the Miner editors and
staff must solve.
Sincerely,
Judy Krasner

Crucial Period
Dear Editor:
I have been reading the Miner
since the Fall of '72 and I would
like to compliment the Miner
Staff for giving me many hours
of thoughtful, amusing reading.
Whether or not you know it, you,
the Miner Staff, are in a period
crucial to the future of the
Missouri Miner .
When a student arr.ives at the
registrars office to pay his fees
for the first time he is entering a
period crucial to his development as a person. If he is one of
the fortunate , his mind is open
and he learns to look upon the
<continued on p. 9)
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EUROPE via Pan Am 707.
Less than '/2 Economy Fare.
Call collect (6-9 pm) (314) 994- •
7744 or see your travel agent.
60·day advance payment.
required U niT ravel Charters •

::
805 Pine Street
WITH
The Complete Service Jeweler
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATOR
PURCHASED ,
APRIL 1- MAY 31
During Spring Added Value Days, Hewlett-Packard
is adding a free reserve power pack-a $20 value
- with the purchase of every HP-21, HP-22, HP-25,
HP-25C and HP-27,
It's the best way we know to remind you of the
added value you always receive when you buy an HP
calculator- like free application books, uncompromising quality, efficient RPN logic system, and
exceptional service. Each HP instrument is designed
to be the finest of its kind in the world.

-HUNGER H~llER
SPEC\~l

1 Piece .Fish
3 Hushpuppies
2 Onion Rings
Trip To Salad Bar
Regular Size pr~nk

$ 59

Come in and take advantage of Hewlett-Packard's
Added Value Days today!

Scotts Book Store

717 Pine St. Rolla, Mo.

Bus. 1-44 W

Rolla, Mo.

341-3322

. "" . , . , ' , ..... ..
\,
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certain proof.). So that when
Mr. Erickson says "I'll tell you
what gives us the authority to
say what is moral and what is
not, it is the Word of God. Bear
in mind, it is not me that is
judging what is right and what
is wrong, it is God doing the
judging ." I would say to him
" You are in fact doing the
judging . There is no shame in
taking a truly rational moral
stand. But check your premises
and get better arguments than
" God" and the Bible, because
they don't hold much water
when it comes to backing up any
stand you may take. "
For while man has the
potential to be a rational being,
it can only happen from
thinking and not belief-faith.

(continued from p. 7)
that they read and hear then
world with a certain amoWlt of they deserve the insanity and
reserve. He does not take frustration that is certain to
blindly the opinions and at- follow , and not drag everyone
titudes of his peers and make else with him to give him the
them his own. He looks at confidence he needs, then that
himself and decides whether or person had best look within
not he is satisfied with the way himself and find that conhe is and sets goals for himself fidence.
.
to help himself become what he
I was speaking with one of the
wants to be.
individuals that signed the 'We
In other words, he attains a ask Why' and I received a Bible
greater self-awareness 'and quote in response to my
starts on the road to becoming a question of 'why do you seek to
thinking human being.
put a stop to this stuff?'. He said
If the student is exceptionally something to the effect tha t if a David K. Bruce
fortWlate, he learns to question Christian associates with those
many things that he has never who are not then he will become
Life Insurance
questioned before and decides like the others.
for himself that the thing is
All this says to me is that that
right or wrong . This is a period person has so little faith in Dear Editor :
of confusion for the person . himself and so little confidence
I would like to comment on
involved. He is Wlcertain about that he must have constant
many things and it takes a lot of reinforcement of his beliefs or last week 's article concerning
personal reflection, and much he will decay , In other words, he the reputibility of campus life
insurance companies.
frustration, to finally come to a is not himself yet.
Looking at these opinions of
In my opinion, the point of the
decision. Some folks seem to
have an easier time of it than mine I can only conclude that if article was, or should have been
others, and some go off the deep the Miner Staff concedes to to inform the readers to beware
end and blindly reach out for these demands then another bit of the type of firms which cater
something stable that they can of my personal freedom, is almost expressly to college
dead . students for life insurance. This
anchor on to.
If the person weathers this
is a point well worth realizing
period, and the many to follow, Respectfully,
and one which 1 wholeheartedly
agree. Something else has to be
he becomes a more complete Thomas M. Boman 33684
person each time. He becomes
recognized, though , which was
.implied in the editor's article
himself, that which no one else Another Word
can be.
and needs to be bolstered.
I have found something here at
Although these college type
UMR that I have yet to find
I would like to respond to life insurance companies should
anywhere else in my admittedly Kelvin Erickson's letter of Aoril generally be steered away
small realm of experience with 21. Whil e not necessarily from, this in no way should be a
life, that which makes the disagreeing with all of the reflection upon better respected
difference, . to me, between - conclusions he draws , I would companies and, more imRolla and anywhere else. There like to challenge the premises portantly, the actual need of the
are more thinking people behind them.
college student to purchase a
collected here than I have found
While I would agree with Mr. life insurance policy.
anywhere else. People that are Erickson that the theory of
The right life insurance. plan
separate individuals from evolution has not been proven, I is an extremely sound inanyone else .
would ask him why he does not vestment, especially when you
Individuals is, I think, the key ask such a high standard ~f purchase it as early as possible.
word.
proof of the Bible and hIS Time is a key factor . You 're in
Well, I am an individual and I religion? There is no proof that good health , now, and comwould like to say something the Bible is " the" word of panies will accept you as a
about the furor over the 'We ask " God". Nor is there any proof client ; who knows what could
Why' article and the ensuing . that there is a "God". As every affect your health within the
letters that have been published good Christian knows , one next year and put you out of
concerning it.
believes (Belief : acceptance of luc k permanently. He re' s
I resent , strongl y and the truth or actuality of something else to consider.
violently, any attempt by any anything without certain proof.) Most graduates from here will
group, collection of groups, One takes these things on faith eventually have some depenindividuals, or collection of (Faith: belief without need of
(cant. on p. 11)
individuals, to control what I r----~----------------.:..-------',
read , hear or think. I will make
RUSSELL'S TOWN 8: COLLEGE
my own decisions of right and
71 :) PINE S T REET . R O LLA. MO 6540 1
P H O NE: 3 64 -2 3 2 3
wrong and I will decide what is
moral for me. I will make my
./fJh""y ('flrHf'"
own choice and stand by it.
') - •
I
I further resent, and there are
( ' ..
nt".
no words sufficient to express LL....i;,M-;ji-WMNi~t~-;;.~),;iftjiiii;V;iN;;;;;V;;;;V;;;;;V;iNi\ftMW~
my resentment, any individual '1
or group of individuals, to
dictate to me what my religious
beliefs should or should not be.
What some people don't seem
to realize is that their beliefs do
not constitute natural law. They
are not the last word in what is
right or wrong. They only think
that they are. To these people I
would like to say that my
relationship with my God is my
affair and not yours.
To a free individual these
people would be a nuisance. I
am prepared to take care of my
FRANK SMITH
LARRY VANCE
own morallity, and to take
OUR PRESIDENT
MANAGER
responsibility for my own actions. I am annoyed by the
IF IT'S ELECTRONIC ... IT CAN BE REPAIRED
growing trend by others to take
that
responsibility
upon
themselves. I am responsible
for me and no other.
ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES
The Miner Staff and the entire
807 ROLLA STREET
ROLLA, MISSOURI6S401
population are facing a time
364·4332 OR 364-4722
when attempfs to supress what
you write and read are being
FRANK BURGESS
HARREL FINN
LAB TECHNICIAN
FIELDTECHNICIAN
made. If a person is idiotic
enough to believe everything

I'part>.

Compiled by Unda Marie Ponzer
This week's poet needs no introduction. Those who faithfully
read the Miner will undoubtfully recognise the name - John May.
Since he doesn't wish any bit of biography or any insight to this
poem printed, I will comply with his wishes. ~o, without further ado, here 's John.
SONNET FOR CATHY
I'm not a man who's easy to control
I never learned to bend to other's will
But I can guarantee to leave you whole
When someone else your needs can better fill.
Some lovers try to take you all apart
And some don't even look beneath the skin
I really want to understand your heart
And gain the love and knowledge stored withIn.
There's lots of things for you and I to do
Discover all the subtle hues of joy
Enlighten me with all the depths of you
AmrI'Il need never be perverse or coy.
Thus I can learn from you, and you from me
What kind of lovers you and I can be.
THERMODYNANUCALLYSPEAKING
My temperture is rising
By leaps and bounds these days
The constant pressure's got me
In an isobaric haze
My shaft work's gone to zero
There's nothIng I .can do
My entropy's increasing
And it's all because of you.
Faithful readers of Poet's Corner, this will probably be the last
column for this semester. (Look next week to be sure) I would like
to tell the readers about something I know they will like - Southwinds. This is the local literary magazine, it features good poetry,
photography and art work. The best part of all, it only costs one
buck and it is perma bound. They are available in the quad next
week. One last note: Have a good Sununer! and I'll see you next
fall with r'.lore of Poet's Corner.

Hook Auto Supply
Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment

513 Hwy. ·63 S.

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

Unisex Hairstyling

CAROUSEL
MANOR INN

I

CARRIAGE LOUNGE

Thurs., Fri.& Sat. 9:00-1 :00

DISCO

No Cover Charge
Behind the Manor Inn

.RA~CO, INC.

9

See -The
Sports Posters

ALL

$

50
EACH

Eenmark Sporting Goods
S04 Pine Street

.lalla, Missouri 8S401
384-3803
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD'
~l1~~~~~~

Rolla Craft & Hobby

Dining Room - OrdlV"S To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m. '
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

l009 A Pine (lIth & Pine)

364·5581

************************************
~
Calico Corner Ceramics
*
7th & Rolla 341-2442
'~* .
Free Lessons Daily
Mon .- Sal.

10:00 a.m. 105:30 p.m .

***************************;:e*~::

r···G&·iJ·sTEAK·ii6Ust····l-

SUPER PAPA
John Brewer
Retires After

30 Years
" Other than my marriage,
the best move I ever made was
to come to the school here in
Rolla ," says John M. Brewer,
professor of English at the
University of Missouri-Rolla .
Brewer retires at the end of this
semester after 30 years on the
faculty . " I couldn 't have been
happier," he reflects.

!

6 Oz. Ribeye

Served With Toast & Baked Potato
Or French Fries
Open 7 Days A Week
+
Hours: 11 a.m.·9 p.m.
:
Forum Shopping Center
:
:
:

Speech is his specialty in the
English field. "The first ten
years I was here, I think I spoke
at every women's group, civic
organization, fraternity, and any
other group that met," Brewer
says. "Much of it was extemporaneous. It seems as if
everyone thinks a speech
teacher can come up with a fullfledged speech on five minutes
notice. And, in those days, I
guess I did."

!

:
:
:

+
:

Free Ice Cream Cones With Each Dinner
+
•+••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

19

DISCO

Every Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Night At

r.,

I . II f'~ h!,~S
.1_ :lX
~

II {} U·S r:

Remember Thursday Night Is

LADIES NIGHT

Professor Brewer and his
wife, Fern, are natives of
Marion, Illinois . They grew up
six miles apart and have shared
a busy, active life.
He received his B.Ed. degree
from
Southern
Illinois
University-Carbondale in 1935
and an M.A. degree from the
University of llIinois in 1942.
Professor Brewer taught in high
school and junior high school
before World War II, spent
some time on active duty in the
Pacific while serving in the
Navy, and was principal of Crab
Orchard High 'School in Marion,
lll. , for three years before
coming to UMR in 1947.

$1.69
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Although Professor Brewer
found it necessary to cut down
on some of his extracurricular
activities after a serious illness
10 years ago, he is still advisor
for the UMR Forensics Society
and directs the debating
program . He has also served,
for the past 19 years, as director
of the annual District Speech
Festival sponsored by the
Missouri High School Activities
Association and held each
spring on the Rolla campus.
"I'll miss the regular contact
with students and faculty ,"
Professor Brewer concludes.
"But it's time to change the
emphasis of our activities. I
don't think retirement will be
less busy - just different."
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KMNR

GROUNDWA_VES
Well, you can lead a horse to
vinegar, but you can't make
him stick, as the old saying
goes. The weather was indeed
not-so-hot last Wednesday, and
KMNR did not make it out to the
quad as predicted by myself.
We'll have tried again this
week, but, since this comes out
on Thursday". I might hang
myself again.
You know , there just isn't
much to write about when the
semester's end draws nigh .
Except maybe next semester,
and I did that last week. But
that hasn 't stopped me from
talking about things yet, has it?
Here are a few things coming
your way riext year:
KMNR Glitterball
KMNR Greaseball
more KMNR freebies
and, of course, more Groundwaves
I really can't say who will be
writing this stuff next year. Our
new PR Director will decide
that. He's Stan Shilling in case
you're wondering.
This is also the time to write
to us and let us know what you
think of our programming, our
events, our remote broadcasts,
our Special Programs , our
breath
just any and

Programming for May 1st-7th
Sunday - Cosmic Connection - Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Monday- Special Report - "Pride in Rolla" at 8 PM
" Missouri Legislature" imm. following
Backtracks - Beatles
Tuesday - Flipped - Jack Bruce Band - "How's Tricks?"
Wednesday - Alfredo Schwartz - Flipped - Post-Beatles
Anthology - Van Morrison - "A Period of Transition"
Thursday - Flipped - Southside Johnny & the Asbury Dukes " This Time it's for Real"
everything that comes to mind .
This is the time, because Mr.
Greg ( the Magnificent) Baker
will be making up his fall
Programming Schedules soon.
Don't bitch at me next year
about programming if you
didn't take a few minutes to tell
us now. So there! I would like to
extend our sincere thanks to
both (2) of the people who

thought enough to write to us
this semester. 2 out of 4000 isn't
bad, is it?
On that sour note, I shall
finally allow you to eradicate
my ravings from your memory
banks and return to Star Trek.
Hope I'm still with me next
week.
The Starship Troooper

ClassHied A ds
For Sale: Over 400 records, rock to classical. Dustless, scratchless, from 33 -one third cents up. Two Utah speakers 3 ways, 12
inches, 35 watts. Two teledyn speakers 3 ways, 12 inches, 60 watts.
Call 364-2739, 709 West 11th. Apt. I, after 4 p.m.
For sale: Mens 10 speed Schwinn Bicycle, good condition, 27 inch
frame, best offer over $75. Call Charlie: 364-8225
For sale: Yamaha, 1972250 Enduro. Good Trall Bike. Street legal.
Have Title, Must Sell. Asking $325. 341-3506
For Sale - one pair Smaller Advent speakers. In very good condition. Call Steve Null, 364-997~
Wanted - 3 roommates for summer only. To fill
house. Call Eddie at 364-7030 after 6:30 p.m.

flv~bedroom

For Sale: '73 128 Fiat. Low mileage, Good condition, Engine
recently rebuilt. FM S-track Craig. Asking $1400. Call John at 3641551

••

Plain talk about

COOPERATION

Ediletters
~

,J

(continued from p. 9 )
dents. Buy the right insurance
now, and even though you never
need financial protection for
any dependents, you'll still get
all your money back - and with
an eye-opening return on it.
Whether you know it or not, this
is a feature which has been par
for the course, especially with
the big mutual companies for a
very long time. Plus, there is
quite a bit more they can offer
to you in addition to this ..
As for the "college insurance

company" salesman who offers
you a specially tailored college
program glittered with an
entire closet full of gimmicks,
don't throw him out the door
and harbor a negative attitude
toward all insurance men .
Listen to him, and shop around.
You'll know when you've found
the right company. Then buy.
And that first salesman would
be sorry to know that he was the
one who sold you on the good
company. Following the above
guidelines, 1 am proud to say
that I purchased a policy from
New England Life.
By no means do I profess to be
an expert on the subject at
issue. However, within the past
six months, I have g.ained some
useful, practical knowledge
about life insurance and
welcome the opportunity to
share it. That is my sole intention in commentlng- on last
.week's article by "the editor.
William K. Miehe

" all may ael*1IG

on how well we

wortc together
In recent weeks this publication has
carried a series of messages from
Armco. This series of Armco messages
has talked about your job-how low
profits, scarce energy, overregulation,
rabid environmentalism and thoughtless affirmative action for equal rights
may hurt your chance of finding the
job you want.
Each of these issues will have an
impact on America's ability to create
the IS,<XX>,OOO more jobs we'll need
over the next ten years. We believe it's
important for everybody to think
about these issues from several points
of view. The economics and technology
involved, as well as the politics.
Too often, most of us think about
each of America's many goals in a
vacuum. We isolate one at a time and
propose solutions. Carrying out those
"solutions" often creates new problems
we hadn't thought about before. And
that's where all the other goals suffer.
Who would have thought that
making energy cheap would lead to
an energy crisis ... or that efforts to
eliminilte discrimination in one form
would create it in another?
We Americans also tend to isolate
ourselves in little groups, when it
comes to many issues. We put on one

at a time, becoming partisans who
consider those who disagree
as enemies.
We'd like to make a suggestion.
Could we all try a little harder to
work together?

FREE--Armco's
plain talk on

how to get a job

We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to know. Like why
you should bone up on companies you
like. What to do after the first interview. Hints to make you a more aggressive, attractive job candidate. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting,
with help from the placement staff of
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of How to
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation, Educational Relations Dept.,
General Offices, U-6, Middletown,
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited,
so write now.

,

»

ARMCO

V

At Armco, we're working with many
people to try to get things done. We're
asking government officials -local.
state and national-what they want us
to do to help them in their work. We're
showing them what we need to keep
our plants running and people on the
job. We're trying to stop saying: "We
can't:' We hope other people will stop
saying: "You must:' We ought to both
start saying: "Let's work together.'
We don't have all the answers.
But we're trying to look at each issue
thoughtfully, so we can at least discover
the pertinent questions.
Next time you hear somebody
demand that anybody else do something, maybe you should ask : "Has this
idea ever been discussed with whoever
will have to carry it out?" Getting those
IS,OOO,<XX> more jobs we need may
depend on how well we all work
together.

,." - - --=
ARMCO wants ~ plain talk
about cooperation and Jobs
Does our message make sense? We'd
like to know what you think. Your
personal experiences. Facts you've
found to prove or disprove our point.
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more
detailed report on the relationship
between cooperation and jobs. Our
offer of How to Get a Job, above, tells
you how to write us. Let us hear from
you. We've all got a stake in more
American jobs.
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Editorial
Essays
BY BRIAN W. KAVANAl (;11

I know I don 't need to remind
any of you out there that we
have less than two weeks of
school left, especially the grad
seniors . But, much to the
chagrin of those teachers whom
we all know to be slightly
sadistic, the trials and
tribulations of yet another
semester of cut classes, Friday
morning hangovers, and drop
slips, is about to come to a close.
None too fast for most of us,
also.
But this leaves us one more
task, besides that last round of
tests and finals. We need to look
around us and evaluate a few
things. UMR has shown us this
by passing around their teacher
evaulation forms . KMNR is
running a survey to try to improve their programming.
Everybody is getting into the
act, so why not the Miner?
Okay, we will.
This won't be your run of the
mill survey, however, consider
it, rather, an explanation andor defense of the workings of the
paper, in particular, the
Features Section, since this is
being written by the Features
Editor.
Features Section contains
many semi-regular columns, or
as they are know in the
business , features. These
consist of Groundwaves,
Ediletlers . Poet 's Corner,
Introspection, As The U Turns,
and Spotlight:fhese are written
and
printed
for
your
enjoyment, and only for that
reason . Let me clal ify some
things for some of you out
there : Ediletters are written by
anybody, who may say anything
they wish about any subject
they choose. So sometimes the
facts quoted may not be entirely, or even partially,
correct. Groundwaves is
written by a member of KMNR
who Is not monetarily reim bursed by the Miner. - His
opinions are his own as are
those of the authors of the
ediletters and therefore do not
necessarily reflect the opinions
of the Miner Staff or the
University . The only editing
performed upon these two
sections is that which is in
keeping of the moral standards

of the Miner . Poet 's Corner is
written solely by students who
do not intend to ever publish
their
work
elsewhere.
Introspection was originated as
a fiction column in order to get
some of the minds on campus to
think for a change . Unless some
interest is shown in rejuvenating
it, it will probably stay dead. As
The U Turns is primarily a light
humor section and should
rarely , if ever, be taken
seriously . Spotlight, alas, is one
of the less used columns which
will hopefully be put to more use
next year with increased interviews of campus and Rolla
personalities .
This is by no means the last
word in the paper, of course.

There are thousands of places
for changes and improvements
to the features section and the
paper as a whole. What I'm
saying is this; We have the
whole summer ahead of us in
which time a lot of work can be
done for the betterment of the
Min'e r newspaper . But us lowly
peons need something to start
with . We still have a few days
left this semester, Send us a
letter. Tell us what you would
like done. Tell us what you
would do if you were editor.
Then, maybe, you'll see it
happen . Drop any comments in
the mailbox in building T-I,
North door, be it in the form of
an ediletter, or just a note to the
staff. Please?

Special Student Rates

BIGTI I
The
Jeans
Store
341-2663

17 5 APARTMENTS
Air Conditioned, Private Swimming Pool, Cable TV,
Private Parking, Furnished Or Unfurnished.
Sign Up For Next Fall.

Stoltz Realtors

Box 1510

364-7100

612 Lanning Lane

99

LUNCH SPECIAL

:~~, 1,4 Lb. Big Brazier
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

MILLER

Daily 10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Dairy Queen Brazier

brazier. 1303 N. Bishop Rolla,

Auto Transmission, Power Steering, Power Disc
Brakes , Air Cond ., Tinted glass, Wheel covers, Radial
WW Tires, Plus all factory equipment.
"Special Terms for Graduating Seniors"

$4998

CUTlASS
CAR

$3 10

Fri., April 29 and Sat., April 30

Mo. 364·7200

WHAT-U-CAll-IT
PACKAGE STORE
Hwy. 72 East (At Hwy. 0)

364-2957

Reg . u .S, Pat . Oft .• Am. D.Q. Corp. Ie) Copyright 19" Am. D.Q. Corp

1977 CUTLASS SUPREME CPE
(Factory Air Conditionea)

SE't.~I~G

12 PACK

FRIES

FORUM II

~

Rolla, Mo.

1107 Pine

Limited Time
'Only Delivered

Your Olds Buick- AMC·JEEP Dealer

ECK MOTOR CO., INC.
(Since 1951)
500 Hwy 63 South
Woll. , Mo.
Open' to. - Sot. til 4 p.m .

1431 HAUCK DRIVE

IT'S A SPRING
CLEARANCE SALE
Fri., April 29th thru Sat., May 7th
Bargains Throughout The Store
SALE HOURS: M-F 9-8 SAT. 9-6

~.-
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Yes.
You can be good at passing tests that are meaningless to you.
You can be good at selling encyclopedias that you know are inferior
Ultimately, you can even be good at a profession that you
don't really believe in.
You can be good. But for some people, being good just isn't
good enough.
For the people who brew Busch beer, it isn't
good enough. That's why, at Anheuser-Busch, we persist
in brewing Busch beer just one way-the natural way.
We ,frankly believe that's the best way to brew beer
And when you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
Try a Busch.
We believe you'll agree.

BUSCH.

When you be~ in what wu're doing,
you just naturally do it better.

MISSOURI MINER
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Versus NWMS, Wash. U.

Doubleheaders: Win Some, Lose Some
By BILL FRANK
Last Friday the Miners
tra veiled to Maryville to take on
Northwest Missouri State
University in MIAA Varsity
Baseball action . Friday's nine
inning contest was rained out,
and on Saturday UMR dropped
both ends of a doubleheader, 1-0
and 4-2.
In the first game, Rusty
Litchfield started for Rolla ~:1
Miller was the hurler for Northwest. Miller kept the UMR
hitters at bay and allowed only
two hits in seven innings to shut
them out. The Miners had only
seven baserunners in the entire
game and only managed to
advance as far as second base
on three occasions . Miller
struck out six Miners apd
walked four. Litchfield turned
in an excellent performance in
allowing only six hits, striking
out four, and walking only one
The lone run in the game was
unearned and came in the
bottom of the seventh . With two
out, Shirley doubled and then
scored on an error by Greg
Derbak when he misplayed
Webb 's shot to left field.
The Miners suffered another
heartbreaking loss in the second
game as Northwest pushed
home two runs in their sixth to
win, 4-2. Walters went the
distance for UMR and allowed
only five hits, struck out two,
and walked three.
The Miners opened the
scoring in the first and took an
early lead, 2-0. Hernandez
singled ,
then
Bennett
sacrificed to advance Hernandez to scoring position at
second. Derbak doubled to
score Hernandez, then advanced to third on a wild pitch.
Klenke walked and Hannah
grounded out to put runners at
second and third with two out.
Vaisser Ie, t,he starter for
Northeast, then walked Holman
to load the bases. John Busse
also walked after taking
Vaisserle to a 3-2 count to force
in the Miner's second and final
run. Holcomb struck out to end
the inning .
Northwest tied it in the third
when lead-Qff hitter, Webb,
singled, then Andrews singled
to advance Webb to third . Webb
scored on Cooke's ensuing
sacrifice. Frogey walked and
Peterson sacrificed to score
Andrews. Walters threw Frogey
out trying to steal home to end
the inning.

Walters retired Northwest
easily in the next two innings,
but the Miners only managed to
threaten in the fifth . Klenke
singled, then advanced to
second on a wild pitch. Mter
reaching third, he was thrown
out by the centerfielder. Busse
singled in the sixth, but that was
the extent of any further Miner
threats .
Northwest won it in their half
of the sixth when Cooke led off
with a single, advanced on a
sacrafice by Frogey, then
scored on Peterson 's triple.
Gaeity sacrificed to center to
score Peterson to add an insurance run.
Relief hurler Francke for
Northwest came on in the fifth
to help shut down the Miner
offense.
Tuesday the Miners hosted
Washington University in a
double header and won both
games, 9-8 in extra innings and

UMR Miner Baseball action against the Washington University Bears
(Photo by Burford)

8-3.

In the first game, Wash U.
exploded for three runs in the
first inning on two home runs.
With one out, Margo homered to
bring home Salam ie, then
Finney followed up with a homer
of his own.
The Miners also scored in the
first when lead off hitter Hernandez doubled and scored on
Hannah's RBI single. Hernandez was 4 for 5 on the day,
scoring four times and picking
up an RBI.
Wash. U. continued their
onslaught in the secund inning.
UMR's starting pitcher, Flynn,
walked the first two batters,
then Mancin sacrificed to move
both runners over to scoring
positions at second and third.
Flynn walked the next batter
to load the bases, then walked
Simer to force in a run . Held
came on for UMR to relieve
Flynn at that point and faced
Margo with the bases loaded and
one out. Margo singled to drive
in a run, then Finney reached on
an error to push another run
across. Kunz walked to force in
a run, but with the bases still
loaded Schielholz struck out and
Rosado popped out to center
field to end the threat.
The Miners were now down 7I, but they closed that gap with
three runs in the second inning.
Holcomb walked with one out,
then Kelly singled to put runners on first and second. Mter
Bussee popped up to second,
Hernandez ripped a single to

score Holcomb and Deily and
Hernandez came home on a
three-base error by Wash U's
leftfielder.
Neither team scored in the
next two innings but the Miners
had a chance in the third when
Derbak led off with a single,
advanced to second on an error,
then reached on an infield out,
but the UMR hitters couldn't
bring him home.
In the Wash U fifth they
scored once more to end their
scoring for the day. The Miners
tied it in the fifth by knocking in
four runs. Hernandez led off
with a single, advanced to third
on an error, then was driven
home by Bennett's sacrifice
fly . Derbak and Hannah singled
to put runners at second and
third, then Klenke hit a clutch
single to score both runners.
Klenke advanced and scored on
Holcomb's single.
Neither team threatened in
the six or seventh, so they
went into extra innings. Wash
U. went down easily in the·i r
eighth, and the Miners
managed to get two runners on
two Singles, but Wash U turned
over a double play to end the
threat.
Schielholz doubled for Wash U
in the ninth, but could not advance further. The Miners won
it in the ninth when lead-Qff
hitter Hernandez singled and
advanced to second on Bennett's sacrafice. Derbak was
intentionally walked, then

Hannah flied out to left. Klenke
picked up the game winning
RBI when he singled with two
out to score Hernandez.
The Miners never trailed in
the second game as they scored
twice in the second on an error,
a single by Eiffert, and two
sacrifice flies by Eckelkamp
and Short.
UMR blew the game wide
open in the third when they
scored four more times to take a
6-2 lead. Back to back doubles
by Hannah and Klenke scored a
run, then Eiffert walked, with
two out Short nailed a three-run
homer to clear the bases.

The Miners pushed home two
more in the fourth and Wash U.
scored once in the fifth on two
singles to make the final, 8-3.
. .
Friday they host
SWMSU and on Saturday tak~
on SWMSU in a doubleheader
here in Rolla. UMR will also
battle Lindenwood College here
Sunday at 1:00 p.m.
Gamel
UMR
Northwest

000 000 0-0 2 1
000 000 1-1 6 0

UMR
Northwest

Game2
200 000 (}-2 6 1
002 002 x-4 5 0

Remaining Games
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

29
30
1
6
7

Southwest Mo.
Southwest Mo. DH
Lindenwood DH
Central Mo.
Central Mo. DH

Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Warrensburg
Warrensburg

3:30
1:00
1:00
3:30
1:00

M-Club
Athlete of the Week
Last week's M-Club athlete of the week was Steve Smith. Steve
is a member of UMR's track team. This year' Steve has been quite

busy breaking and setting new school records in both the long
jump (23' 7") an.d the triple jump (48' 91,2"). Smith has qualified
for Nationals in both these events. In the Washington University
. Relays on April 2nd Steve was chosen as the outstanding athlete of
the relays and was also the leading scorer for UMR. Steve is. a
Senior majoirng in Computer Science.
Steve Townsell is this week's Miner Athlete of the Week. Last
week the UMR track team travelled to Missouri Valley for a
triangular meet. At the meet Steve won the 100 yard dash with a
time of 10 seconds, the 220 yard dash with a time of 22 seconds, the
triple jump with a distance of 45' 91,2", and the long jump with a
distance of 22' 9%" . Townsell also anchored the winning 440 yard
relay. These events make quite an impressive performance for
one day.
Steve is a sophomore .from Jennings, MO.

The Miners come from behind Tuesday night to defeat the Washington
University Bears 9-8 in the ninth inning (Photo by Burford)

We congratulate both these men on their acheivements and are
looking forward to seeing more fine performances from them and
the rest of the track team the rest of the track season.

'.
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Delta Tau Delta Wins Track
Converse Coeds

By BRIAN EDW ARDS
For the first time this year it
was Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
walking home with the first
place trophy. The too three

By
"GRANDMA"
First things first - it has been
the policy of this column to try
to correct those blatant errors
that occasionally manage to
sneak past the author or
proofreader. One of each kind
occurred last week. I gave you a
bum steer on the ALL-STAR
Softball Game, so let me repeat
the commercial: The Women's
ALL-STAR Softball Game is to
be played Monday, May 2, 6:00
p.m . at BER JUAN PARK.
(The men's finals will be immediately after this game.) The
All-Star Teams have been
chosen - 26 of the best players
from all eight teams - so it
should be a great game.
Second error was the score of
the TJ-Crescents game. It was a
close game; the real final score
was Crescents 14, TJHA 13.

ere

21
60

61
50

-

-

While I'm on the subject, I
might as well update this
week 's softball scores. Three
women's games were played
Tuesday night while the men's
teams were resting up for next
week's tournament. In a wild
and wooly contest between the
rival sororities, KD topped
ZTA, 14-5. At the same time on
the south field, the two
residence halls were clashing.
At game's end WRHA had
handed T JHA their second
defeat of the season, 14-10. As
predicted, the standings are
still in question with AWS and
KD tied at 4-1, WRHA boasting
a final record of 4-2, and
Crescents and TJHA presently
claiming 3-2 records. Tonight's
games are crucial, as AWS
meets Crescents and TJHA
faces KD.
For the first time in three
years the women competed' in
track intramurals. Finals were
held on Monday afternoon,
despite the clouds and occasional drizzle, with six places
awarded in each event. The
biggest news concerns the 100
yard dash; in the elite event of
track and field, A NEW
RECORD WAS SET. Jackie
Pleis of WRHA sprinted the
distance in 13.3 seconds,
shaving 0.2 seconds off the old
UMR intramural track record.
Behind her the rest of the field
finished as follows:

2. Russell
AWS
3. Bene
KD
4. Epperson
WRHA
5. Adkins
KD
6. Rholetter
Crescents
Surprisinllly, most of the
names in the 50 yard dash are
different from those above.
Results were:
1. Knaup
Crescents (7.6)
2. Durling
KD
3. Hill
KD
4. Epperson
WRHA
5. Westphal
AWS
6. Standley
Crescents
The longest event was the
half-mile, '(which is twice
around the track for you nonjocks). The long legs of Jeanne
Arcynski kept her in front of the
pack as she earned another first
place for WRHA a time of
3:09.8. Close behind her was
Bechtold of ZTA, clocked at
3: 11.4.
Other
survivors
were (in order) Reed (KD),
Noelker (AWS), Russell (AWS),
and St. Dennis (Crescents).
The final track event was the
440 relay, in which WRHA
chalked up their third victory
with the team of Pleis,
Archynski, Chambers, and Schmidt. KD, Crescents, and AWS
finished behind them in that
order.
High jump and long jump
competition were held on
Thursday .Long jump results
were as follows:
1. Arcynski
WRHA 13' 9.5"
2. Pleis
WRHA
3. White
KD
4. Manning
Crescents
5. Bunker
ZTA
6. Drake
AWS
Only three contestants
chaiIenged the high jump bar.
They were, in order of finish:
'Webber (ZTA), Durling (KD),
and Langkopf (AWS)'
When all the points were
tallied, it was a relatively wellbalanced meet. Due to their
depth, KD topped WRHA to take
first by one point; KD scored 36,
WRHA chalked up 35 points.
Taking third with 20 points
was AWS, Crescents scored 16
for fourth place, and ZTA
finished with 13 points. Now that
the record books have been
opened again, we can look
forward to more exciting track
and field competition next year.

Intramural Standings
1. Sig Ep
2. TKE
3. Pikers
4. Tech-Eng
5. TJ
6. Sig Nu
7. Sig Tau
8. Beta Sig.
9. Kappa Sig
10. Phi Kap
11.MRHA
12. KA
13. Lambda Chi
14. Delta Sig
15. GDI

1897
1692
1609
1558
1540
1516
1464.5
1451.5
1395
1323
1171.5
1118.5
1117
1005
908.5

16. Sig Pi
17. Theta Xi
18. Wesley
19. Fela
20. Triangle
21. Delta Tau
22. Campus
23. ABS
24. AEP
25. Focus
26. Acacia
27. A Phi A
28. Mates
29. BSU
30. Pi K Phi

855.5
853
786.5
762
727;5
706
683.5
628
627
594.5
592
462
305
262.5
241

Shermans and Imported Cigarettes

Forum II Tobacco & Spi rits
1433 Hauck Dr.
Inquire About Party Weekend Prices

teams in the track meet held
last Thursday and Monday were
all new track powers as last
years first place, A Phi A,
wound up in fourth. In the team
point totals it was clearly Delta

Tau in first with 35 points. Tied
for second and third was TJ and
A Phi A with 25 points . A Phi A
took fourth with 20 points and it
was Sig Ep in fifth with 17
points .

Winner

Event

Organization

Time

Kevin Witte
Mike Hauser
Kevin Witte
Mike Hauser
Marcus DeSilva
Marcus DeSilva
Delta Tau, Lambda Chi
Russel Comwelt
Bemis
Virgil Work
Dave Hall

50 yd dash
70 yd high hurdles
100 yd dash
120 low hurdles
880 yd run
1 mile run
440 yd relay
Shot Put
Discus
High Jump
Long Jump

MRHA
Delta Tau
MRHA
Delta Tau
TJ
TJ

5.6 sec.
8.9 sec.
10.3 sec.
13.8 sec.
2:05.9
4:55.2
46.6 sec.
45'
114' 8'h "
6'1"
21' 'h"

,•

TJ
AEPi
A Phi A
Delta Tau

Intramural Softball action last Monday as Sig Nu defeats Tech Eng 6-3 to take
first place in League II. (Photo by Burford)

Junior Olympics
The 7th annual Junior
Olympics
sponsored
by
University of Missouri-Rolla
"M" Club members will be held
Sunday, May 1, at Jackling
Field.
All area boys and girls 14
years old and under are eligible
to participate. Youngsters will
be divided into four groups: 8
years and under, 9-10 years, 1112 years and 13-14 years.
Track and field events include
high jumps, long jump, shot put,
low hurdles 03-14 year old
group only), relay races and
running competition at various
distances.
.
Awards are given to the first
six places in every event except
relays. In those events the first
four places will receive awards.
All participants receive a
contestant ribbon.
..
Registration begins at 11: 30 I
a.m. at Jackling Field. Competition starts at 12:45 p.m. In
case of bad weather, the meet
will be postponed until Sunday,
May 8 (same schedule).
Administration of the Junior
Olympics is handled by UMR
student members of the " M"
Club, varsity athletes service
fraternity. Jerry Arthur,
chairman of the club's Junior
Olympics Committee, says
approximately 500 contestants
are expected.
"Each year we have more
kids show up for the olympics,"
Arthur says. "Some of them are
real competitors, too. But they (
all seem to have a good time,
win or lose. Any kid that likes to I
,
run and jump is welcome.

•

•

ALEX PIZZA PARLOR
FEATURES:

• Greek Pizza • Spaghetti
• Salad
• 5% Beer
• Sandwiches
For Delivery Phone 364-2669
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.
122 W. 8TH STREET
ROLLA, MO.

c•
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shop
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THE PLASTE~ KEY. INC.

KEY SPORT
SH·O PHAS
IT ALL!!!
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Who's launching
a nevv tax--free
bond fund?

Now YOll can invest in a tax-free bond fund managed by
one of the largest life insurance companies in the nation ,
New England Life.
The NEL Tax Exempt Bond Fund's objective is to provide, through continuous portfolio management, as
high a level of current income exempt from federal
taxes as is consistent with both reasonable risk and
protection of shareholders' capital.
The key to a successful bond fund is portfolio management. And that's a key reason to invest with us. As one of
the oldest life insurance companies in the coun try, New England
Life has been managing fixed income securi- ~_
ties for well over a century.
~_r~
Loom is, Sayles and Co. , Inc. , New
';'.
England Life's affiliate , and one of the oldest .
investment couns('1 o rganizat ions, also provide
investment advice and research to our fund.
Thus , ou r bond fund offe rs two key ing redients: New England Life's establ ished reputat ion
in life insurance and asset management. And·
Loomis Sayles ' 60 years of investment cou nse l
experience.
We are making ou r bond fund available
for an init ial period ending May 2, 1977. The
minimum investment is $1,000. The price per
share is reduced on transactions of $25,000
or more.
So, set your course fo r clear sai ling wi th
tax-free income.

\
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Send in this coupon for a prospec-I
tus containing more complete info rma ' }""
tion including all charges and ex- /
penses. Read the prospectus
,.
carefully before you invest or
I
!
send money
<.....:
~
Name
~
. r'0
Street
/<.City
/
. ~
State
Zip
,
Send to :
/
j
,
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Don Baxter
Box 1236
Rolla , Mo . 65401 '
(A subsidiary of New England
wi f~f~r~ _ _ --,
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New England Life, of

comSe.

Of course you don 't want to throw your future' away. So now's the time to look
into our in surance program s and financial services. Th e New En gland Life
deferred paym ent plan for instan ce, lets you finance most of the insurance
pre miums while you 're still in school. Contact your New England Life agent.
Wh en yo u're th ro ugh listenin g he'lI se nd you out on a fling. With a FREE

NEL FRISBEE. For yo ur') IIi St write or ra il
Donald E. Raxt .. ,·
207 W. 12th
(N(,x t to ea III pll~ Book",tur·(·· j
P.O. Box 12:36
Rolla . 1\141. :~11-22l:~
© 1976 New Eng land Mutual Life Insurance Company ,
Boston. AHiliates : NEL EqUity Services Corporation (mutual funds, variable annuities) ; LoomiS , Sayles & Company. Inc. (Investment counsel ors).

